
Tribbles 

A skit 

By: Nora Spinaio 

 

2 Characters M or F 

Blank Stage 

Props:   Newspaper, Bible, Table, Chair 

 

 

 

C1: (Sitting, reading the newspaper) 

 

C2: (Rushes in, grabs the paper and throws it aside. Pulls C1 up and takes him by the shoulder.) 

 It’s terrible I tell you just terrible. 

 

C1: (Pushes C2 back so he’s released)  

What’s wrong with you?  

 

C2: (Frantic)  

It happened. I can’t believe it, but it did. I saw it with my own two eyes. Can you believe 

 it? It’s terrible, I tell you just terrible. I barely escaped with my life! 

 

C1: (Confused and a little frustrated)  

 Escaped from what?  

 

 



C2: (Takes a deep breath)  

 We were there. We were doing the Master’s will with unity of purpose and vision. 

Then….some…..(hand to head in despair) THEY came. 

 

C1: (Concerned now)  

 Who came (takes C2 by the shoulder) Tell me, who? 

 

C2: It started when the Tribbles came into the church. 

 

C1: (Steps back a step, raises hands in frustration) 

  Is THAT all. There’s no harm in Tribbles. They’re soft and loving and can sell anyone on anything. 

 

C2: That’s the trouble (arm movements). They can and they did sell everyone on everything.  But, 

that’s not the worse part. 

 

C1: So, what EXACTLY did they sell everyone? 

 

C2: Everything…well, almost everything….everything but (gets excited again) THE TRUTH. They 

talked and they were cute and they talked some more until they had everyone convinced that 

they were right and the Word was wrong. 

 

C1: Oh no, (Pauses) But, surely the Pastor…. 

 

C2: (Interrupts) 

  The Pastor….the Pastor lead the charge to change the Word in favor of……(total despair). 

 

 



C1: (Really upset now) 

  In favor of what…….(pauses) NO, not THAT. 

 

C2: (Nods head)  

 Yes THAT. Those terrible cuddly Tribbles convinced them all to follow them. They convinced 

everyone that People could make everything perfect without God.  

 

C1: What about the elders in the church, why didn’t they intervene? Couldn’t they do anything 

about it? 

 

C2: (Shakes head.)  

 They tried. They showed the Word (picks up the Bible from a table) to the Tribbles. The Tribbles 

just laughed and then …..(more upset)…..and then….. 

 

C1: (In full panic) 

  What? What happened? 

 

C2: The Tribbles said……..(can barely go on)….the Tribbles said (swallows hard) they said…..  

 

 (Offstage sound effects:    Borg-like voices “Resistance is futile, resistance is futile. You will 

comply. Your spiritual experience will be added to our own. You will comply.) 

 

      End 


